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Bishop flops in a big
at UOP Conservatory
(See page 7)
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The good doctor talks drugs
(See page 4)
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Elusive Board members speak

Editor-in-Chief

By Steve Johnson

(Part I of two parts.)

Managing Editor

"As an ultimate rule of
Mnization, honesty is death to
Denization itself
Reticence, fortsrance, tolerance-these civilities
hypocrisies are necessary to
Denized life."

A large percentage of the UOP
acuity is upset over recent decisions
ud administrative communications
concerning the unified calendar and
changes this new plan will bring
ibout.
The dissension is a two-pronged

The faculty is split on the issue of
ike unified calendar and the sub
sequent loss of Winter Term.
Some faculty personnel do not
eel that they have been treated fairly
in jwith much integrity in the decision
SAL1 making process behind this major

Kidded.
meal# 1
i i# charge of
r wrtostiml

Cliff Kelly
change.
"The unified calendar is a
disaster," stated English professor
John Williams. "The administration
has never given any educational
reasons for the change."
Dr. Donald Duns, a member of
the Communications Department,
claimed, "I regret the change because
I don't really believe we've thought

Police Beat
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Faculty, Regents ventfeelings onWinterTerm

Phillip Rieff, sociologist

blood tt
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(See page 5)

Serving the UOP community since 1908

Profs still hot over switch
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Part one of sexologist Shere
Hite's latest report appears
in an area exclusive

THE PACIFICAN
By Kevin Bartram
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Finding a place iu park that is
jet tp tk s
close
enough to the classroom is a
;t uxl count doias
problem
that many UOP students
... (or the nnffll
face. Occasionally, some of them
Jes. « the S#
stretch parking regulations a bit by
. (;MH0 >#f ignoring handicapped and motor
goal: i1*'
cycle parking zone signs.
Campus police chief, Norm
Askew, said that his men have
issued several warnings to such
students, making allowances for
newcomers who may not be
familiar with the rules. Now the
period of grace is over, and police
are writing tickets for all parking
violations.
"There's plenty of parking
space available near Long Theatre,
'he lot behind fraternity and
sorority circle and the lot adjacent
lo the new Spanos Center," Askew
said, "it often requires that you
w&lk a little distance, but that's
'«« hassle than having to pay a
Parking ticket."
Askew added that some
students still haven't put the
Parking decals on their cars which
them permission to park on

campus. The decals are available
at the Finance Center for a fee of
$5, which covers the 1981-82
school year.
Although instructions for af
fixing the decals to cars are printed
on them, the police chief said that
some students stick the permits to
the front instead of back bumpers
as required.

A handbag containing $3,400
in cash was snatched from a
prospective UOP student last
week.
A young Chinese woman,
visiting the campus with the inten
tion of enrolling here, was at
tacked by three juveniles, who
took her handbag and fled. The
incident occured in front of the Ir
ving Martin Library on Stadium
Drive.
The handbag was recovered
later. Although $400 had been
removed from the wallet, an en
velope containing $3,000 in cash
was still intact.

Herb Reinelt
out how we'll preserve the qualities of
Winter Term. 1 regret changing the
calendar before discussing why we're
changing."
Philosophy professor Herb
Reinelt called the 4-1-4 "tremen
dous" and cited Winter Term as
"most important."

(See Faculty, page 1 0)

The 36 members of the Board of
Regents are scheduled to meet on
Oct. 13 and make a final vote on the
ultimate fate of Winter Term at
Pacific.
The Regent's decision will
theoretically culminate a discusiion
that has raged across Pacific during
the past year, splitting Pacific's
largest liberal arts college and supporter
of Winter Term, C.O.P., and the
professional schools here.
A subcommittee of the Regents
board has already voted unanimously
in favor of some sort of unified
calendar at Pacific on Aug. 17 of this
year, but their vote is not binding on
the entire board.
As trustees of Pacific, the Regents
have the final word on all questions
of institutional policy here.
In an effort to get a flavor of the
Regents' mood on Winter Term, the

Pacifican spoke with seven represen
• Mrs. Joan Darrah, civic leader:
tative Regents, and queried them on "It seems to me that ASUOP's lettertheir views about Winter Term,
writing campaign and proposed
alternative calendars, and ASUOP's demonstration are both appropriate
two-phased campaign to institute a avenues for the expression of student
last-minute compromise calendar.
concern. The decision as to which
Two regents, San Francisco at- _ calendar will be used here hasn't been
torney Paul L. Davies, and Mrs.
made by the Board of Regents yet. I
Winifred Olsen Raney, owner of
do think that the Regents are open to
O.G. Olsen Co., refused to comment.
new information. I certainly don't
The other five Regents contacted
think that the elimination of Winter
were willing to comment and their
Term is a fait accompli at this
responses are printed here:
moment."

• Mrs. Bing Wallace, civic leader:
"I think that Winter Term was a
terribly important activity at Pacific.
I've been very close to the picture,
and I realize that a great many of the
faculty have not been happy with the
proposed change to eliminate Winter
Term. I'm certainly not happy that
we have to move in a direction away
from Winter Term. I took an inten
sive French course during Winter
Term several years ago, and 1 enjoyed
the class immensely."

• Mr. Carlos C. Wood, con
sultant, United Aircraft Corp.: "It
appears that some of the students at
Pacific are somewhat disturbed about
losing Winter Term. A lot are distur
bed about it because they're losing a
'goody.' For some students it has
been used for study, and for other
people it's been used for 'unsiudy.' It
will have to take two to three years to
phase it out. But if you delay and do

(See Regents, page 1 0) E

Protestors stand up for
salvation of Winter Term
by Steve Johnson

flnued," Meredith explained.
The demonstration was part of
Approximately 70 students and
what ASUOP President Joe Hartley
one professor staged a silent demon
calls "the first phase" of ASUOP's
stration in favor of Winter Term on
program to maintain Winter Term in
Tuesday, in the breezeway between
a unified calendar at UOP.
the record store, gallery, and grocery
According to Hartley, the first
store in the student center.
phase also included a campaign to get
The demonstration preceded a
students and parents concerned
meeting between selected students,
enough with Winter Term to write let
administrative staff, and four mem
ters to the Board of Regents, before
bers of the Board of Regents, on the
their Oct. 13 meeting.
fate of Winter Term.
Hartley noted that the letterThe
meeting,
which
was . writing campaign was hampei ed by
originally scheduled to take place in
an early deadline date printed inside a
Burns l ower, was switched unexpec
pamphlet distributed around campus
tedly to the Center Conference Room
by ASUOP.
on Tuesday morning.
"We asked that the letters be
Religious
Studies
professor
sent in by the 25th of September, but
Larry Meredith accompanied ap
we didn't get the pamphlets out until
proximately 20 students from his
the 23rd of September," Hartley
"Nature of The Christian Faith"
noted. "Obviously, we still want
course to the demonstration.
students and parents to send their let
ters in."
Although Meredith felt that "a
Although Hartley hopes to push
protest of this type would not change
for recognition from the Academic
the Board of Regents' minds,"
Council of a "compromise" 14-4-14
he did feel that Winter Term should
calendar, he said that "the second
be salvaged.
phase" of the Winter Term campaign
"Winter Term provides a lot of
will involve students in a second, and
range in education that you would
final, demonstration.
not otherwise get. It should be conManaging Editor

A sample of the 70 protestors at the University Center last
Tuesday

Linda
Haverty,
ASUOP
academic affairs director, said that
she expects "at least 1,000 students to
participate in a protest" on Knoles
Lawn on Oct. 12.
Haverty noted that the Board of
Regents needs to know the depth of
student opinion for Winter Term

before they vote to either abolish or
maintain it at their next meeting.
"The Regents believe that the
students are short-sighted," Hartley
said, adding, "often, the Regents
simply don't hear the students voice
because they aren't listening for it."

Wheelchair is small handicap to
ski champ, student Vic Mettler
By Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

Picture a man confined to a
wheelchair at UOP. An underdog?
No. Not when it's Vic Mettler, a
one-time member of the U.S.
Developmental Ski Team and now an
aspiring chiropractor.
Mettler, a freshman sports
medicine major at Pacific, has defied
many sets of odds in his young life.
The Lodi native received numerous
medals and distinctions as a com
petitive skier throughout his school
years.
However, just days before being
named to the "B" Squad of the U.S.
Developmental Ski Team, Mettler
was involved in an auto accident,
which left him paralyzed in both of
his legs.
Just as he was about to bud as
one of the top young skiers in the
nation, Mettler's grandest oppor
tunities and dreams were snatched
away.
The 1984 Olympics were well
within 'he realm of reality for the
young skier.
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and integrity: UOP's Vic Mettler hot dogs for camera in his

This turn of events would be
enough to put the sanest person on
However, this story really
ecjge
becomes important and inspiring

when Mettler's attitude is taken into
consideration.
In short, Mettler's outlook upon
his misfortunes is nothing less than
awe-inspiring. He takes his current
handicap very realistically and very
coolly.
The freshman credits his lack of
personality change to "positive
thinking."
"You win some, you lose
some," stated Mettler. "You can't
win 'em all, but you can sure try."
In fact, the very courageous man
claimed he "never had any problem
handling it.
It was just another
challenge to overcome."
The preceding statement was
made somewhat matter-of-factly, anwith an immense amount of "grit."
In hearing such comments, you
can't help but count your own
blessings. Not many individuals
could handle such drastic changes
with such ease.
All is not easy, though, for Vic.
He is currently trying to work up
enough motivation to learn to walk in
leg braces.
"I've walked some on braces,
but it's a lot of hard work," the con
fident but reserved skier stated.
"A doctor has told me that walking
50 steps in braces is the same as

another person running a mile."
Mettler still retains hopes of
regaining some of the use of his legs.
"That has been ruled out by the
medical profession, but not by me,"
he said.
In fact, Mettler has regained
some power in the upper parts of one
leg-an event that doctors had
claimed
could
not
occur.
Positive thinking strikes again.
Troy Ward, a cohort of Mettler's
and a UOP sophomore, said the Met
tler's attitude is "stronger than
anybody's I've ever seen."
"The biggest thing is that you
think you've got problems, and then
something like this happens to a good
friend," Ward said adamantly. "He
thinks of it as an inconvenience, not a
handicap."
Ward's father is a chiropractor
and reportedly feels that Mettler's
progress has been tremendous. The
elder Ward was one person who truly
influenced
Mettler's
positive
thinking.
Mettler initially overcame his
handicap by winning two gold medals
and one silver medal at the Handicap
Nationals in Winter Park, Colorado.

(See Mettler, page 1 0)
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Winter Term needs Acedemic Council ectiou
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This is an open letter to the Academic
Council.
Dear Sirs:
The time for action is now. You have
ten days to do what should have been done
ten months ago. When the Board of Regents
convene on Oct. 13 to vote on the fate of
Winter Term, they will not listen to your pet
ty squabbles, in-house verbal brawling, and
meager pleas for additional delay "Our
committee simply hasn't made up its mind,"
ad nauseam.
Sure, you voted on April 30th of this
year to reject the compromise 14-4-14 calen
dar that ASUOP President Joe Hartley is
racing against all odds to salvage. But in
typical fashion, the vote was eight for and ten
against, with three abstentions.

• • •
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Twenty-eight days before that vote, you
thoroughly washed yourself with disgrace
and indecision with a five for, eight against,
and seven "abstention" decision to cut down
a compromise 14-week semester plan with a
three-week Winter Term. It appears that
your watchword is abstention--and in
decision.
Perhaps you could have washed your
dirtied hands from the successive thrusts you
inflected to the very heart of Winter Term, if
you had only stopped your treachery. But
just as a killer is drawn back to the scene of
his crime by a strange impulse and passion,
you were drawn back to destroy Winter
Term, and betray UOP's students once again.
On May 12th of this year, you
relinquished your power to make a calendar

a v e ten
t e n days
d a y s uuntil
n t U the
the
You still hhave
meet. Call a special meeting. Come

recommendation to Acting President Clif
ford Hand~a man who uses.you like a dirty
dish towel and discards you with commen
surate emotional attachment.
Hand has used your power to great ad
vantage. Because you did not make a specific
calendar recommendation, but instead turned
that very legitimate professorial decision over
to an administrator, you have lost the right to
direct calendar times and dates at this univer
sity. That is a compelling argument to a
Regent because he is more inclined to listen to
the administrative position on institutional
questions. Now, you have made it impossible
for him not to.
There is hope, however. You can rise
above your error of May 12th to a position of
honor, courage, and decency.

W 6b *
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with coffee and filled with vigor to
!4-4-14 calendar a fair and impartial hearif
Discuss its merits# .and .faults.
.
.But ab0v r
« t
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make a final decision that can be taken
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Given the slim two-vote defeat ot tflei
4-14 on April 30th, hardly the stuff 1
mandate, a second hearing should be h,
solidify that precarious margin, or

crumble to a heap.
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You owe it to the students. Youon,
to Joe Hartley and ASUOP. But iw
portantly, you owe it to yourself. It istilI,
redeem your honor. It is time to act.
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Early Semester calendar needs time to work
"The words excellence and quality have
not been mentioned enough in talks about the
Unified Calendar. If we are interested in
quality we must have time."—Dr. Donald
Duns, Communications professor, UOP.
Throughout Dr. Cliff Hand's very
rhetorical and long-winded explanations in
volving the change of calendars is an urgent
call for sustained educational quality at
Pacific. However, the acting-president con
tradicts himself greatly by making the Early
Semester plan effective as of the fall of 1982.
The possibility of the change being made
by that date, without any major drop in
academic quality, appears to be virtually nil.
The unified calendar adoption is
possibly the most major alteration any UOP
schedule has ever undergone. Not only will
courses be lengthened by two weeks, other
changes are very probable as well.
The variable unit plan is the next ad
ministrative device with which the students
and faculty will have to cope. Under this
plan, course-units will be altered from an
average of four per class to largely three-unit
s Hence, students will need to enroll

in more courses per semester to graduate.
Now, the administration is apparently
planning to push this change through the
works, simultaneously with the calendar
switch.
All of this will be finalized by the first of
January, when next year's public relations
material go to print. For quality's sake, as
well as the prevention of much chaos, it is
very obvious that we must heed the Academic
Council's latest recommendation to delay
implementation until Fall of 1983.
In speaking with many faculty people
this week, it was repeatedly resounded by all:
we must delay implementation.
It is quite clear that, to arrange the
major changes that will be necessary to im
plement the unified calendar and its im
plications, we need time.
Otherwise, quality will be lost, chaos will
ensue and the losers will be, as usual, the
students.
Currently, the administration is acting in
a full-blown contradiction to its claims of
improving our educational standards at
Pacific. By forcing the change in just th cc

By Gwenneth
L Browne
Professor of Philosophy

package which involves course
availability, major and degree
requirements and work-loads for
students and faculty. The first is
usually called the "variable-unit"
question, the term "work-load"
being reserved for reference to faculty
load.
The second inference that ought
to be drawn from our present con
troversy is that we are discussing it in
the wrong way and in the wrong
forum. The primary question ought
to be what happens in the studentteacher interaction, and what impact
various changes will have on the
quality as well as the quantity of that
interaction. The debate, which has
gone on for the past year and is erup
ting again, has never acknowledged
the existence of this topic; much of if
seems to be based on a simplistic
assumption that "more is better." I
would not like to posit how many lec

tures a seminar is worth.
Finally, the conclusion that can
be drawn from the controversy is that
we are arguing about the wrong
thing. The discussions of last year
were all directed to which unified
calendar ought to be adopted
The failure to agree on a com
promise, particularly one offered by
an all-University group which was not
capable of considering the intrin
sically curricular implications, should
not be construed as a failure of will.
This inaction cannot be used
legitimately as a license, much less a
mandate, for a unilateral ad
ministrative decision. It does seem
that the curricular debate must take
place within the individual units
before it can be productively under
taken in an all-Univeristy forum.
Therefore, I am struggling for a
delay of calendar implementation,
trying to buy time which will allow
me and my colleagues in C.O.P. to
settle the allied issues of work-load
and "variable units," and still be able
to consider the curricular im
plications of the calendar and to
revise our courses. I hope that these
things can be done with a minimum
of delay and destructive political in
teraction. But most of all, I am
hoping that some accident or inter
vention will reopen the genuine
question: WHY SHOULD THERE
BE A UNIFIED CALENDAR?

Administration deceived supes
On Oct. 13, 1980, Cliff Hand, in
a memo to President McCaffery,
recommended immediate action on
By Joe Hartley
unification of the various calendars
on the Stockton campus. In that let
ter there was no mention of soliciting ASUOP President
input from the students on what we
thought about the issue or what
calendar we preferred It wasn't until
the commission report was published
this fall did we realize what was sup
3. What calendar draws most
posed to have happened.
mid-year transfers to UOP;
According to the report,
4. The financial implications of
Academic Vice-President Cliff Hand the 4-1-4 calendar.
was to make information available to
After receiving this information,
the Academic Council, Executive we were supposed to come up with an
Policy Committee, and last but cer equitable calendar. Unfortunately,
tainly not least, the ASUOP Board of
the ASUOP Board was never
Supervisors. The information was to
provided with this information. Cliff
include:
Hand visited the board on two
1. The length of time the various separate occasions in November, but
deans thought was necessary for
the information as specified by the
adequate coverage of material;
commission was never provided.
2.
Expectations of our ac
On the surface, I guess, it didn't
matter what we thought.
crediting body, WASC;

Pharmacy students: In case you
don't know, under the new calendar,
you will only receive 13 days of
vacation during your entire summer.
That includes both breaks between
the spring and summer, and summer
and fall. Good luck!
I have a question that I hope
someone can answer. Doesn't the
university have a legal, if not an
ethical, obligation to deliver the
programs and services it promised us
when we came to this place? After
all, I know there is something called
truth in advertising, and didn't we
receive advertising about UOP that
plugged a Winter Term?
October 12 is our last chance to
make our voice known to the Regents.
On this date there will be a Winter
Term rally on Knoles lawn, beginning
at 3 p.m. Regents are invited to at
tend. This will be the students chance
to visibly express support for Winter
Term.

The administration must give the facut
and students time to adjust to this change,
Without time, we lose more than just Win
Term. We lose quality education.

short months, actually cramming it down our
throats, nothing less than chaos will result.
If we are to accept this change (which I
don't visualize at this point), there has to be
some compromise by the Pacific ad
ministration.
TMMMPetttWI
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Professor blasts unified calendar
"Save Winter Term!" "Delay
alendar Implementation!"
Determine Workload First!"
Rallying around our various
is^es (or at least slogans), students,
faculty and administrators are
catapulted into a new calendar year,
embroiled in a controversy which
threatens to consume an inordinate
amount of time, effort, and possibly,
people-generating in the long run
considerably more heat than light.
Yet if we can remove ourselves
from the clamour of debate and from
our special interests for a moment,
there seem to be at least three impor
tant things that can be inferred from
the debate about the calendar.
First, this is a real controversy.
Persons of good will can come to op
posite conclusions, often based on the
same evidence or on the same set of
arguments. The issues are complex
and inextricably entwined. The 4-1-4
calendar was adopted in connection
with a complex pedagogical theory
which postulated that: 1) a student's
attention cannot reasonably be
divided in more than four different
directions at one time; 2) even that
division is sufficiently counter
productive that it needs to be offset
by a pecod in which only one subject
oi topic is studied.
The calendar in C.O.P. (and in
other schools and colleges as far as I
can tell) is part and parcel of a

studcr

Greg McClellan; SBP
The main thing
grading is too hard. Bi
long and boring; a lot i
non-sociable; athletic

Letters to the Editor
P'cart Editor lacks journalistic skills;
Editor:
In regards to your insidious and
very unprofessional editorial of Sept.
25, 1981 Pacifican, I feel that few
statements to which you commented
should be reclarified in their ap
propriated context.
First of all, political and
ideological thought is always in a
dynamic and constantly changing at
mosphere. Modern, contemporary
conservative thought along with
liberal doctrines has expanded and
encompassed more diverse and
various philosophies than be ever
imagined. Therefore, the imprudent
journalistic critique of "decadent"

ideas,
and
parenthetically
the
debasing of the President of the
United States as being old and
decadent illustrates your lack of ob
jectivity and journalistic perspective.
The Nirvanic world to which you
refer of total peace by an "inner"
peace is too simplistic to be rationally
plausible. The dynamics of the real
world warrant a strong national
defense. Your concern for liberal
causes, (even though they are also
conservative causes), can only be
fulfilled through a strong and secure
state.
The central point to wish I must
address is your reference to the "man

The overall school has \
beautiful campus, and i
People, but UOP seen
times.

who steals money from the under:
and the poor." This illogjca
paradox statement illustrates
Garth V
total lack of journalistic skill®
Thi
understanding of our current pel
Protein
and economic system. Taxation
expenditure have not been abrt
only abridged.
Continual»
spending by the federal gov®
would mean an end to our way 0
Social concerns are still "
of the Reagan economic plan:
tl e>T C.<>.p . .
make the economy move and®
the economic pie to bring
Win, 6 C0S< IS I.,,,.'
welfare and prosperity ba«
" Term W3 ' 'cn?
citizens.
Kenneth*

c.o.f
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60 s not as good as Editor thinks
Editor:
Your 'Liberals - Wake Up!
Defeat Reagan' editorial was quite
humorous. The writing in this story
shows how clearly your vision of
liberals view reality.
Comparing
President
Reagan's
sweeping
popularity to the Wang's sex ray of
the Flesh Gordon fame shows your
reader what intellectual level you are
writing from.
Also it is hard to see how a man,
with his morals and values based in

OUR POLICY

the Dark Ages, would appoint a
woman to the nation's highest court
for the first time ever. Is that an ac
tion of an old and decadent rightwing crazy?
But take heart, Mr. Editor, I did
agree with you on a couple of points
brought forth in your editorial. Yes
we did grow plenty in the sixties, both
intellectually and socially. But whv
did you stop there? We also grew in
rape, murder, crime, vandalism, and
the list goes on and on.
Are we really at peace with our-
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THE PACIFICAN
Kevin Bartram

The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Monday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material.
Editorial
comment reflects the views of
the Pacifican editorial board.

selves?
Has everything ev°j
fine? Also, I agree with J
there is no need for war.
seeing the need does not ®
doesn't exist. It is with us, m
tunately will probably alway5
us.
I realize that it makes
writing to jump on the 1
don'
Reagan-bandwagon. 1But
•
writin'
far overboard in your
slides off the page.
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Speech Coach speaks

BobGambera

By Marcia Peterson

Ken Bergeson; Engineering; Fr.:
Non-English speaking lab assistants.
For ten thousand dollars a year, they should
atleast speak better English.
. |lit :i

Dean Starnes; C.O.P.; Sr.:
The outrageous cost for minimal
educational value, the elitist attitude of some
of the professional schools around here. I'm
also not happy with an administration that
puts financial considerations ahead of the
students.
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Brook Burton; SBPA; Sr.:
I think the administration is a big
facade. It's surprising that an institution of
higher learning doesn't have the foresight to
plan efficiently for the students' needs.
The Spanos Center is a good example.
The administration says that the school is
personal and that students have a say in
what's happening, when in reality the stu
dents have no s.ay.
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Susan Snider; C.O.P.; grad. student.:
The lack of emphasis on spiritual mat
ters. There are too many restrictions on
freedom to worship. I also wished the school
reached out more, socially, to the students.

GregMcClellan; SBPA; Jr.:
The main thing I don't like is that
grading is too hard. Business classed are too
long and boring; a lot of girls are pretty but
non-sociable; athletics are going down-hill.
The overall school has wonderful facilities, a
beautiful campus, and interesting and unique
people, but UOP seems to be behind the
times.

Completing his undergraduate work and an M.A. here at UOP, Jon
Schambers has returned as the director of Forensics in the department of
communication.
This is Schambers' second year at UOP. He spent two years at U.C.
Berkeley, where he was the director of debate, and three years at Oregon
University, where he was also the director of debate, and is currently
working on his Ph.D. course work.
"I came here because UOP always had a strong Forensics program
and I like the school," said Schambers. "I taught at Berkeley and
Oregon and got tired of the large institution setting. Here, there is more
of an interest in teaching the students
on a personal level," Schambers
commented.
Schambers has replaced former
director Paul Winters. "I worked
closely with Winters and was influen
ced a great deal by him," he said.
There are currently 22 students
involved in the university's forensic
program. According to Schambers,
this is up by four from last year. "As
the semester progresses, more people
will come into the program. I would
like about 30, which is a good,
healthy size," expressed Schambers.
The forensics program consists
of three main divisions: the debate
team, which has two varsity teams
and two novice teams; individual
events, in which there are nine to ten
different events, including per
suasive, informative, and dramatic
interpretations; and the readers'
theater. This is a relatively new group
activity involving oral interpretation
in literature.
Last year, five members went to
Nationals held at the University of
Towson in Maryland, and all five are
back again this year. In April, 1982,
the Nationals will be held at Mankato
Jon Schamber leads Pacific's
University in Minnesota.
To be eligible for t h e National
aqainst universities from across
Qualifying Tournaments partici
pants must either prove themselves competitively by taking first, second,
or third in a given event, or by placing through a district qualifier.
"Last year, UOP took fourth place in California in the National
Qualifying Tournament. This is out of 30 schools, including all the
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Garth Williams; Engineering; Fr.:
The food! You hardly get any meat or
protein.

applications & information
R.A.
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S.A.: Student Advising Center- Bannister 109

RoberBriley;C O.P.; Jr.:
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t Office of Student Life- 1st Floor, Knoles Hall

U.C.'s and other private institutions, which is great," said Schambers.
On Oct. 23-25, UOP will host the high school invitational tour
nament. Last year, 29 high schools participated, and Schambers expects
about 50 to be involved this year. He feels that this is a "good potentialrecruitment device."
In May 1982, UOP will host the California high school state tour
nament. According to Schambers, this is the "finest state competition
for high schools." The tournament was last held here in 1970, and
Schambers himself competed. "It will be exciting to have it here again,
especially after my own involvement," he said.
Another upcoming event will be
the Paul Winters Invitational, to be
held in Sacramento. The contest was
named after Dr. Paul Winters, for
mer forensics director. Of the four
years it has been in existence, UOP
has won the event twice, and Scham
bers is confident that "we will win it a
third time."
Schambers' short-term goal for
this year is to rebuild the strength of
the debate program by developing
more competitiveness. "We had a
good team five years ago, but there
was more emphasis on the individual
events," Schambers said. "This year
we have three out of four varsity
people who went to a debate clinic in
Arizona." Schambers feels that this
will make the team better, while still
maintaining its strength on the in
dividual events.
Another goal is to gain more
financial support from the ad
ministration. COPA funds have been
0 cut $500, which was applied toward
|
the Nationals.
3
"Our main problem is transpor1 lation. With 16-17 people involved in
f each tournament, the transportation
s costs kill us," expressed Schambers.
"Without the extra funds, we are forspeakers into verbal battle cod io use private cars, which brings
the nation.
further problems with insurance
cortr "
Schambers is anxious to get more people involved with the program.
Anyone interested is welcome to see Schambers or his assistant, Sue
Gust. "We'll be happy to integrate those interested in the program, and
there is no previous experience required," said Schambers.

n.on.r.
Want to earn money by just standing there?!
Work your own hours and be payed daily.
Call 951-9263 for information regarding
Signature Collection for the Statewide
Referendum Movement.

Deadline to Apply: October 9

The cost is horrendous, and cutting out
Winter Term was a shaft. There are too
many preppies around here, and some o t e
People are not nearly as bitchin' as they think
they are.

^MOMENTUMf
Mary Ellen Kochenderfer; C.O.P.; Soph.:
It has to be dining hall food. Also
students are not being adequately heard
about thier ideas on Winter Term.
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hrry Massino; Engineering; Jr.:
?
Going to class. I hate Stockton, it s a
Vegtow .
n
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leff Wahl; SBPA; Sr.:
No beer at sporting events, and the
dropping of Winter Term. Also the parking
is bad I don't like going to the computer
-4

Center.

Who will be first
to see into the
depths of space?
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^ee Ann Payne; SBPA; Jr.:
fh
„ . I don', like the fog in the w met. the
hy engineering students ups
te
s°n Hall, and I don't like my roommate.
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we 'll be on campus October 1 2
See your placement office for an appointment.

next to
Frv's

MOMENTUM FASHIONS
4555 N. PERSHING AVE.
VENETIAN SQUARE
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OPINION
Timothy leary speaks out on
drugs and space
By Heidi Benson
Special to the Pacifican

Is LSD his beauty secret? He's 60. Little known
facts he went to West Point in the '40's. He headed
the psychology wing of Kaiser in Berkeley in the '50's,
controversially in: "ducing the idea of collaboration
and honesty with patients instead of condescension
and secrecy Also-before anyone even knew what
lysergic acid was, he was administering it to prisoners
to retrain their self-image away from being "losers"
and help them see a positive cole for themselves in
society.
He's Dr. Timothy Leary TIe s free and he was in
Santa Barbara last week to p ug "space week", a
unique back-to-school program sponsored by the UCSB Space Club.

"Vm 100 percent pro the use-the in
telligent use--of brain-activating
drugs...I believe everyone should
have the option to be trained, to
learn how to use the drugs....
"First of all, let me say that the reason I'm here
talking to you is I'm a cheerleader for change," Leary
preluded. "I'm an advertising person for the space
migration movement. It's the most exciting thing.
The problem is that in the past, the space people
have tended to be dry scientists who are interested in
just the hardware, and we must excite the imagination
and the interest of people who are looking for new life
forms for patriotic reasons or for genetic reasons...the
software...the migration from the Old World to the
New World. The men and women who build the
galleys, who build the s«i looats, were important, but
the real important thing was the spir t of the pilgi ims
and the spirit of the Quakers and ihe spirit of the
money people and everyone who had personal
motivations."
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Is there an element of good old American
manifest destiny calling you?
Yes, there's a new frontier, there's a new vision. I
believe that America's dying right now of boredom,
and we're going through a depressed and "down"
period, and the drugs-alcohol and cocaine-represent
that kind of hard edge. I think the solution to all our
problems, economics and resources-energy, over
population, pollution-is going to be the window to
space."
Is NASA interested in talking to you about
this? Are they aligned with you in any way other than
just in their motivation to get into space?
"Well, they're not even motivated in that
way. You see, the bureaucrats at NASA, in charge,
take their orders from the president, and if the
president says downplay space, they're gonna down
play space. So there's no leadership, there's no asser
tive, imaginative, energetic push from the bureaucrats
because they'd get fired if they did. And there's also
been an emphasis on military in space now, which is
necessarv-because the Russians are doing it and we've
got to V ep up with them. Certainly the military is
part of »pace, but it should not be totally military."
In your press material it's explained that you're a
teacher-someone who's interested in helping people try
to live in this world, to keep oeople from destroying
the planet-is that an accurate picture of you ?
"Well, that's pretty ambitious. I'm a change
agent. I'm a future agent. It's my job to excite people
about the future."
But if you are interested in helping people to live
in the world, why is the next step "We have to leave
the planet?" Isn't there some way of solving the
problems that we have right now, and isn't there a lot
of money that should be spent on earth...to feed
people, to make life liveable here, to fight things like
Diablo Canyon?
"Your argument in 1493 would be, "We
shouldn't go to the New World, we should stay here
and fight the war against Germany, or England, build
the armada...We've got to stay here and build the
cathedral..."
So your stance is that it will improve everything
generally to make this movement into space?
"Yes, and there are people who'll be interested in
helping the poor. Most of the money (for space) is

REMEMBER...
YOUR FIRST ROOMMATE

You were the first to move into the room.
As you unpacked you wondered what your
roommate would be like. He arrived and you
found yourself staring at his knees. He was
6'4". He spent the day moving in his stereo
system. Right there you knew you'd be spen
ding many long nights in the library.
He was very popular. He hit all the parties
and entertained everyone with his Kermit the
Frog imitation. When he finally made it back
to the room around 4 a.m. he cranked Led Zepplin. He told you it helped him to relax. He
always went to sleep listening to Black Dog. he
said it reminded him of his mom.
You were his best friend. How could you
forget him? The EPOCH yearbook captures
those memories of your UOP experience in over
300 pages of color and black and white
photography.
Order your copy of the 1982 EPOCH in the
University Center Electronics Store.
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going into the military, of course. But there should
also be this other option. I'm not saying "J m't give
the military what they need to protect us." But I think
a third option and a third of the money that's spen ->n
welfare or that's spent on the military-you never get it
back. And the money spent on welfare's good, but it
a band-aid. You need to give people new jobs and n>.w
hopes.
Every dollar that's spent in space is spent down
here to help give jobs to the poor. It's not spent up
there. There aren't going to be any banks in space.
But every dollar you spend in space, within 20 years,
10 or 20 or 30 or even 100 dollars will come back in the
forms of energy...the new technology will be changed
in space because manufacturing things in a zerogravity, vacuum atmosphere, you smply get perfect
metals. And all pharmaceutical chemical processesthey can grow enormous crystals. There'll be a big
boom in the computer business. Even metallurgy-you
see, most of our metals are impure because of gravity.
It's an entirely new technology which covers
everything. It covers electronics and it goes through
crystals and it goes through metallurgy.
Of course, not everyone's going to go. Not
everyone left the Old World to come to the New
World. There's some who want to go, who have that
push, that vision, or want to get away-who are bored
down here. In general, it's the adventurous who gothe rich, the dukes and the cardinals and the big
bankers didn't leave England. They're still there. Its
the restless who want something new who will be going
into space."
What about the "drug revolution" that you were
such a part of? Do you still take drugs and support the
taking of drugs?
"Yes, I'm 100 percent pro the use-the intelligent
use-of brain-activating drugs. I'm not advocating this
drug or that drug. It's like saying I'm 100 percent for
means of locomotion, but I'm not plugging the Fiat as
opposed to the Jeep. 1 believe everyone should have
the option to be trained, to learn how to use the drugs
that activate or accelerate their brain the way they
want to. It's their business. But I'm all in favor of
drug education. I think that 90 percent of the people
who use drugs today misuse them, or they get addic
ted.
One of the terrible things about drug-taking is
that...in the '50s, we used to say everybody picked out
a psychoanalyst who was exactly wrong for them, you
know. If you were tender-minded, you'd get a tenderminded analyst if you were hardboiled, you'd get a
hardboiled analyst. The same thing is true of drugs.
Everyon tends to use exactly the drug they shoudn't.
If they're wired they do coke all the time...
"You've got it. And if you're a little spacey and
philosophic and you're off thinking about the
problems of the galaxy, you're like to take LSD."
Can you balance the elements of your personality
with drugs?
"Exactly. And the status of drug education today
is the same as sex education 50 years ago. There was
only one answer-'No.'
So in my lectures and
writings...I'm writing a new book now called "How
To Use Drugs Intelligently," which is in no way an en
dorsement or advocating drugs. Matter of fact, 90
percent of it is "don't do this" and "if you do this,"
all the foolish and dumb things that will happen. So
90 percent of it is cautionary. On the other hand, 90
percent of our people are using drugs blindly, without
any education.
And think the government and
religions and the educators are really irresponsible.
They're just saying "no,no,no." It's like saying,
"no,no,no" to sex, and then you get venereal disease
and unwanted pregnancies."
Do you still endorse the personality charts you
developed in the '50s? Have you reapplied psychedelic
philosophy to those static personality types?
"Well, my later books in psychology-and almost
every book I write is in psychology-has emphasized the
notions of "stages" of personal development. In the
last book I suggested there are 24 stages. Now I don't
know if there really are-it's just a metaphor to get
people thinking about the wonderful opportunity to
script your life as a series of change stations, nf cm ir-
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"So to answer your question, my early work had
to do with very crude and primitive interpersonal
relations. "Are you dominant or submissive?".^,
sort of thing. That's always the key. It's ijk(
Psychology 1A. You learn how not to repeat your old
interpersonal habits and you learn to recognize when
people are laying trips on you. But this is barnyard,
basically. Once you learn it, then you go to the neat
stage, which is how to use your mind, and then the
next stage, how to use your brain. So that work is still
valid and I build on it. But I've grown beyong it as I
think everyone else should."
Are psychedelics useful in extreme cases or i
_I
it..A 4a K.-.
mn<lSf!..
cases as an alternative to behavior modification
techniques?
"It's interesting that here in California you use
'behavior mod' as the orthodox thing. I just came
back from Cambridge and there they're all Freudian.
They think behavior modification is some weird West
Coast thing. It's amusing to me..."
Well, what do you think of Freud?
"Freud was a genius philosopher. I don't it
Freudians though, because Freud said psychoanalysis

(See LEARY, page
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OPINION

Simply being male'can cause traumas
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male sexuality, we must first un
d who men are, what they are brought up to
fLabout themselves and what and who have influTo understand
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/„ 1976, Shere Hite's controversial study of
,je sexuality became one of the most widely
aSSed and debated books of the decade. Having
\[j her attention to male sexuality, her latest "Hite
,01" « a masrs,ve researfh work five years in the
Lg. In this first part of a series from Hite's book
giof the more than 7,000 men interviewed for this
jftalk candidly about their views of masculinity
wole models and concepts they follow and how they
giten affected by relationships with their fathers. -

by Shere Hite
BEING M A L E
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In a very real sense, relationships between men are
»hat matters" to men in a patriarchal society - even
,{re so than male-female relations. Men look to
men for approval, acceptance, validation, and
SII{gt. Men see other men as the arbiters of what is
I [he guardians of wisdom, the holders and
Adders of power.
ut are men able to be close to each other in our
iitiety? To share feelings? How are men brought up
,our society? What does it mean to be a man? What
•men learn from their fathers about being men, and
J they close to their fathers growing up? How do
jjifeel about their friendships with other men?
lost men had either been told or (more typically)
(mn by example the traditional male values and
siavior patterns, although many men complained
jiattheir fathers had not told them enough:
"My father taught me the typical macho
Utrican male stuff about being a man. Men don't
i. Men don't show emotion. Men provide. Men are
sstronger sex. Women are weak physically and
soiionally. Honor and duty above all else. Sports,
'idwork, etc., were masculine. Arts, music, and the
it professions (with the exception of law and
icine) were suspect, if not downright feminine. A
«an was to be indulged; was the only 'proper' sex
ijfct; was for tending the home and raising ithe
; worked outside the home if necessary, but
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To be a man is to be success,
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a man worth his salt. A real man
rather die than show more emotion to another
"Milan a handshake."
Mostly my father told me what wasn't a man —
d"
•Jthat was just about everything I was...in his eyes
ols post-polili"1 "east."
r st
My father never really told me not to cry -- or to
J® my room alone. He told me men had to be
home without'1"
Sand make enough money to raise a family.
®n had to be good wives and good mothers — if
sl
nur
ier0US
"Jwere
'good women.' The others were all 'trash.'"
ihe mo ,! '
Work hard, pay your bills, keep out of debt,
t?,° man' beat the system, pay cash."
D
« clean, honest, dependable, wise, and hardWe're

civilization^ ,veall
oliure. a n
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Stand up for yourself -- don't be pushed around.
We and kind with women. Protect them."
Be formidable to one's enemies. Hit back."
l, T0 be a man is to be a success. About women,
. 'et them get in your way or stop you from being
,c,Cess» don't let love or a woman dominate your

ho«ur

Many men emphasized that there had been no
•son talks; that they had learned only from
, | ' and disapproval or condemnation and
ewhen they did something "wrong":
. father never 'told' me anything. However,
Hk '" ' be presented was one of Prussian arrogance,
hapn\ lcansaS' to
stations with women (mainly my mother), it
r
l"«u they wcic to be always bene. th him.'
«* hen be
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fan said what was probably true tor many.
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"/ think a relationship between a
father and son is one of the most, if
not the most important in society
today."
because he 'might need it someday.' I love my father,
but I can't talk to him about anything but practical or
mechanical matters."
"My father and I rarely spoke about anything. It
was basically a yes and no relationship, with 'sir'
following each reply."
"I've never said anything important to my
father."
"I can remember being punished and corrected
with a spanking but I don'' recall being held or cud
dled. The
i
. \ mi • • • 1 • -1- • - siste
so things were nrettv h°etic
I do have
vague
memory of having stories read to me by my mother and
sometimes older brothers and sisters."
"My dad was not physically affectionate, though
my mom was. Dad was very severe concerning
discipline. The Black Belt loomed in our minds like
the Rack in the Inquisition.
And he applied
psychology that he learned in the military. He would
repeat that until we were almost relieved to get hit. I
don't bear him any ill will over it (I usually had the
spankings coming), but I am unable to tell him I love
him. I do him favors and give him stuff, but I'll never
be able to say the words."
But one man probably articulated what many men
had missed-and longed for-when he said:
"1 think a relationship between a father and son is
one of the most, if not the most important in society
today. Yet it is probably the most troubled. If only I
.had had a warm, loving, physically affectionate man
for a father. A father-son relationship must not be
fraught with hatred and a tense tyrant-subject
relationship - it cannot work that way; it will
ultimately destroy one or the other or both. It must be
a wide-open relationship in which a man will give of
himself and of all his love so that his son will become
the man he wants to become. The father sh >aid not be
afraid to touch and cuddle his son. His son needs it.
Also a lather and son should be able to express anger
to one another freely as well as love. And either
should be able to say anything freely."
Did most men find the close relationship they had
missed with their fathers with a male friend?
Many men did not currently have a "best friend";
in fact, most men said that if they had had such a
friendship, it had been only during school years and
that now they and their friend were no longer close.
"I did have a best friend in college. We were very
close - worked together on part-time jobs, did our
studying together, went out on dates together, and he
was best man at my wedding. But due to a difference
in geography, our friendship dwindled to nil."
"I was closest to a friend who I grew up with.
We've known each other since we were five and
roomed together in college. We did all kinds of crazy
things together. I liked him very much. We're not as
close now because our lives nave grown in such ditferent directions.
But many men did not have, and had never had, a
best friend:
"I do not have a best male friend. There is no
particular man that I feel close to. I have never talked
to any male (other than a brief encounter with a
professional counselor) about intimacies of my
married life, or otherwise."

"Not being wishy-washy."
"Aman should be silent and in control."
A man knows how."
"Successful in business. Gutsy."
"A man is a guy who makes $100,000 a year,
drives an expensive car, and caters to beautiful
women."

(A

masculine man has a drive for
sex, and will work at having sex with
women. ..I guess a penis counts.''

"My father told me: Mean what you say. Keep
your word." ,
"Being honest, fair, and considerate."
"When a man is willing to accept in full all
responsibilities, then he is a real man."
"Duty, honor, and courtesy make a man."
"Duty, honor, and courtesy make a man."
"Knowing what you want in relation to
women...when to be strong and when to be gentle. To
be someone who women and children and pets like and
respect."
"Knowing how to handle woman, and keep her
happy."
"A masculine man has a drive for sex, and will
work at having sex with women."
"I guess a penis counts."
"He should work. A man can't have much selfworth without it."
"A man is useless if he doesn't work."

WHAT IS MASCULINITY?

"A man should be the breadwinner an provide
emotional stability in the home."
"A man should have a family and be its rightful
head. When my wife told me that we were going to
have a baby, it gave me a feeling of satisfaction as
somehow it made me feel justified. Now I could take
my rightful place in society."
"Interest in male activities such as hunting, cam
ping, fishing, and exploring."
Some men rebel against "masculinity":
"Men are trained at an early age to disregard any
and every emotion, and be strong. You take someone
like that and then wonde- wh'v 'hev don't, aiu

Men most often answered that a man should be
self-assured, unafraid, in control, and autonomous or
self-sufficient, not dependent:
"A man should be self-assured, confident, and in
control most of the time."
"Masculinity is based on a man's ability to con
trol things around him. The ability to move physical
objects also."
"He should be self-sufficient and independent in
terms of not having to rely on anyone for survival."
"A masculine person exhibits male traits:
agressiveness, independence, directness, rationality."
"Masculinity means not being pushed around and
knowing what he wants and going out to get it."

(See HITE, page 10)

TYPEWRITER CLEARANCE

MANUF.
OUR REG.
SPECIAL
SUGGESTED LIST
PRICE
CLEARANCE

SMITH CORONA CORONAMATIC $495.00 $459.55 $367.64
SMITH CORONA VANTAGE

$409.90 $331.92 $265.54

SMITH CORONA ENTERPRISE

$289.50 $208.40 $166.72

SMITH CORONA CLASSIC

$209.50 $168.62 $134.90

SOVERIGN ELECTRA 9000

$249.95 $199.95 $159.96

SILVER REED 8650

$279.00 $238.61 $190.89

OLIVETTI LETTERA 25

$114.50 $ 94.64 $ 75.71

...and many more at comparable prices.
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My father is a dominant, controlling man. He
accepts responsibility well, but is inept in interpersonal
relationships, except on a very casual basis. I now
nave a comfortable relationship with him, but very
superficial."
' m not really close to my father. I respect him
more than he knows, and i know that he cares about
me. But we did very little together. He is strict, and
used to have an explosive temper, which has mellowed
considerably in the last few years. He grew up in the
depression, and refuses to throw anything away

Many men said their ability to be close was cut short
by fear of "homosexual" feelings:
"I had two or three close friends in school. I have
only maintained a relationship with one. As I think
back, we were almost inseparable, but on reflection
the closeness became uncomfortable and so we pulled
apart. That is sad. There are very few acceptable role
models for male friendship in our society. I think we
were all afraid of seeming to be gay.*'
At the same time, very few men mentioned wan
ting different or closer relationships with men:
"I have never been good at sports and have
avoided them. This has tended to isolate me from
other men. I socialize with very few men. I wish I
knew more men to talk to. As I grow older I am really
desiring more male friends but I find it very difficult to
talk with men. We are all very guarded. I think we
may need male friends to understand ourselves."
And very few men complained about the quality
of their male friendships:
"I did have a very close friend — very brother-like
feelings. But it was ultimately a superficial relation
ship."
"I have some good male friends, but it's really
almost impossible to discuss anything meaningful with
them, other than sports or work. If we do talk about
anything personal, like sex, it's in a very superficial
way. I try to draw out more from them by going into
problems my wife and I have had in marriage, or fan
tasies I have, but they look at me like I was nuts. You
can't break the ice. I have a friend who's had a vasec
tomy and I'm very curious about it, but all he'll ever
talk about is the clinical operation "itself -- nothing
about the effect it had on his head or his psychological
approach to sexual activity. Men never had any in
timacy with one another."
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STOCKTON STATE HOSPITAL TRAINING FACILITY
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I
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Probe
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», America
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20976

Book Store
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COMMUNITY PLACEMENT FOR INTERNSHIP
FIELDWORK VOCATIONAL EXPERIENCE.

We can offer a wide range of medical and related experiences

GIVE US A CALL:

ROYAL MANNUAL
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ONLY$ 125.00

VOLUNTEER CENTER
510 East Magnolia Street
Stockton, CA 95202
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NEWS
Stockton correctional institution

CYA: 'toughest of the tough'

B> Yvonne Berry

News Briefs
(All briefs written

by the Associated Press with the exception of Pacify

H

Pacific

Staff Writer

IIS

South of Stockton, just off
Highway 99 east of the airport, lies a
plot of land enclosed by barbed wire
fence. Within the fence is an all-male
correctional
for juveniles,
convicted of major offenses. It is
the Northern California Youth Center,
also known as tlw California Youth
Authority (CYA).
Each inmate is placed after a
screening test has been conducted.
This process includes probation,
court trials, county camps, and the
it -y*"'
last resort, CYA or a prison. "CYA
is getting the toughest of the tough
people," stated Luis Baber, the
superintendent of the DeWitt Nelson
Training Center.
The CYA has three separate
schools within the institution: the
O.H. Close School, the Karl Holton
School and the DeWitt Nelson
Training Center.
The O.H. Close School has 400
inmates ranging from 12-16 years of
age, and offers junior high and high
school academic courses. The in
mates are imprisoned behind a 16foot high fence, and are confined at
all times within the school. Living
quarters, eating facilities and chapel
services are also included.
CYA youths, ranging from 13- to 25-years
Pictured above is one of the barracks of
The Karl Holton School is a high
old, are imprisoned for violent crimes such as
the
CYA
O.H.
Close
School
south
of
school and college academic school,
Stockton.
Guards
in
the
security
booth
robbery, rape, and homicide. The CYA is a
as the average age of inmates is 18
years old.
"They are extremely await the return of the inmates (insert). The
medium security institution.
dangerous people," according to
economic minorities and juveniles
ducted on all inmates when they are percent for other violent acts.
Glenn Avery, the superintendent.
Other tests indicate DeWitt Nelson has an average of one who live in a single-parent family
However, "we have never had an in committed.
academic skills. The average inmate escape per month, due to inmates situation.
mate killed at this facility," he said.
The purpose of the Youth
Karl Holton is overcrowded, has a reading and math level of a 4th allowed to work outside of the fenced
Authority Act is "to replace punish
area.
grader, according to facility officials.
presently, and is facing a lawsuit.
ment with training and treatment ...
A follow-up is conducted on
The DeWitt Nelson Training
The .nain concern is female staff
members watching the shower and Center is for juveniles ranging from each inmate after one year. Statistics and to protect the community by
training them, then releasing them to
dressing rooms, thus raising the 18 to 25-year-olds. The average age is show that one-third of all ex-inmates
The training center offers return to some form of correctional become a productive member within
question of whether or not privacy is 20.
the society," stated Avery. "This
being invaded. There has not been vocational courses in carpentry, facility.
protects
the
community
from
The CYA is funded by the state,
any court verdicts in the decision of automotive, body and fender work,
dangerous individuals," he added.
landscaping, welding and forestry.
and each school has their own
the case.
Most of the inmates are from
The goal ol the DeWitt Nelson budget. The supervisor determines
Occasional assaults have been
Northern California and about 15 to
made on staff members, so mace and Training Center is to teach inmates his own budget for his school. Since
20 percent are from Los Angeles:
handcuffs are used. However, the specific work skills. A work furlough the CYA is a unique self-sufficiept
The wards appear similar to
use of guns is not allowed in the in program is offered to inmates who facility with its own food service,
military b;
50 lockers and
show satisfactory progress and who laundry, maintenance, hospital, fire
stitution.
Twenty-four percent of all in have a short term left to serve. They station, and accounting and pur cots per unit Recreation rooms also
placed within the unit, and include pool
mates are serving time for armed are placed into jobs within the com- chasing, the annual cost per inmate is
tables, TV, and other game ac
robbery.
Other offenses include munitv during the day and return to decreased. The annual cost per in
tivities. Privileges are awarded to
mate is $22,000 for all health, board
rape, kidnapping, hpmicide and CYA at night.
inmates who show good behavior,
Thirty pcicent of these inmates and room services.
assault and battery.
good grades and are high achievers.
Most inmates are lower socio
A manual dexterity test is con- are committed for homicide and 62

Cc mm unity
Involvement
offers scholarships
Th • Community Involvement
Program , t University of the Pacific
is now accepting applications for the
spring semester of 1982.
The p.ogra"i allows local
residents with a demons, rated finan
cial need and history of being from a

&fJ

low income family to attend the
university through tuition remission
scholarships.
The last day to pick up an ap
plication is October 23. The deadline
date for the application materials to
be returned to the Community In
volvement Program is October 30.
For more information phone
946-2436 or write to Ms. Mary Ran
som, Community Involvement
Program, Anderson Building,
University
of
the
Pacific,
Stockton,CA. 95211.

Conversation program offered
to foreign, American students
The Office of International Ser
vices (OIS) has developed a Conver
sation Partners Program (CPP) to
familiarize foreign students with con
versational English, culture and
customs of the U.S. The program
also gives participating American
students an opportunity to meet and
get to know people from other parts
of the world.
The OIS, which is located in
room 110, Wendell Phillips Center on
the UOP campus, is inviting all in
terested persons from both the
university and the Stockton com
munity to submit applications by
Friday, Oct. 9.
According to Clara Wener, a
senior sociology major who coor
dinated the program, "Any one is
welcome to participate. No previous
experience in teaching English is

Your clothing
should express
the
individual
you.

Malone's
of St. Mark's
would like
to
assist you
in
developing
your look.
1503 St. Mark's Plaza
Venetian Gardens
Stockton
951-9673

necessary. Individuals will be paired
with consideration to mutual in
terests. The conversation partners
are free to schedule time, place and
activities they may want to engage
in."
Possible activities include ex
changing cultural ideals, sharing
foreign language skills and culinary
talents, attending movies and plays,
having lunch together, visiting
recreational facilities, and par
ticipating in other special events at
UOP and in the Stockton com
munity.
An introductory meeting for all
participants will be held on Wed
nesday, Oct. 14 at 7 p.m. in the OIS
lounge.
Meanwhile, all interested per
sons are encouraged to stop by the
OIS or call 943-2246 for more infor
mation.

, CI \ ## »l If I
1^
t\ SFRVIPF
UlJuXi V lvCiO

RENTALS

tronv
Modern Hhucacy ............
diocks iroi
I
.—... Mature nflrenn
? ont reduction in
i
campus.
person
"lent
(•Make .non^y in col :ge, openings avaiable for.xchange for occasional babysitting of well#campus residents i. sell lop name audio andj,ehaved mentally retarded boy. References
(video components. Low cost, high profits. reqUired. Call Peig Fairbrook 464-9503 after 5
wWrite for complete information to Southern3 m
^Electronic Distributors 2125 Mountain In-Purnished bedr00ln w/bath available in a large •
« dustnal Blvd., Tucker, Georgia 30084 or call^ bedroom hQuse A„ students-washer/dryer
)Toll Ree 1-800-241-6270. Ask for Mr. Eads. 1, block from school. $15o/month. Call 943- ,1

Caribbean
exploration offered
Winter Term
Enjoy your 1982 Winter Term
using a tropical Caribbean Islandas
your laboratory, exploring ^e plant
and animal life on land and
water. The course is designe
provide serious students with tne
knowledge to appreciate the comp ex
ecosystems of tropical islands and
skills to investigate them. Scuba in
struction will be a "resort course tor
uncertified divers. For more infor
mation, attend the meeting in Wr
123 Wednesday, Oct. 7 at 9:30 p.m.
A slide show will be presented.

Pianist to perform
at Conservatory
Pianist Rex Cooper of the
University of the Pacific Conser
vatory of Music faculty will present a
Resident Artist Series concert on
Friday, Oct. 9.
The 8:15 p.m. program in the
Conservatory Auditorium will be
open to the public with admission
being a $2 donation to the Conser
vatory scholarship fund.
Cooper, an associate professor,
has been on the faculty at UOP since
1973. He will perform works by
Ravel, Johannes Brahms and Cesar
Franck at the concert.
The pianist, who has performed
in London and toured in Japan, is a
soloist with the Stockton Symphony
Orchestra. He holds a bachelor's
degree from the Oberlin Conser
vatory, master's degree from Juilliard
and has studied at The Academia
Chigiana in Italy.

Local
Local investigated
for transient's murder
A Stockton man was arrested for
investigation of murder in the
shooting death of a transient whose
body was found in an irrigation ditch
in Northwestern Stanislaus County.
Sheriff's Captain Rod Wells says 55
year-old William Waldroup was
taken into custody in the slaying of
34-year-old James Patrick Under
wood. Investigators pre not certain
where the homicide occurred. But
Underwood's body was found Sun
day by a fisherman off of Beckwith
Road, west of Salida. He had been
dead about 24 hours.

State
State abandons
Medfly checkpoints
Wednesday, the state abandoned
the 12-week old roadside checkpoint
program designed to block the spread
of Mediterranean fruit flies from in
fested areas. During the course of the
$3 mdlion program, almost five
million vehicles were stopped at six
checkpoints around the San Fran
cisco Bay Area and in the San
Joaquin Valley.
Fruit was con
fiscated from about 90 thousand
vehicles and 900 citations were issued.

Diablo fueling halted
because of mistakes
alio*
to be loaded at iu
the Diablo
Canyon nuclear power plant untiHts
owner shows lha, a desto, mXe afr
fectmg earthquake resistant
the

only one it made. Darrell Ei«
head of the Nuclear Re„ '
Agency says it's too early to
impact of the mistake and wh?1
be needed to-resolve it. ]-l<
thquake resistance of aboutv
•
•
— 3d
systems is being re-examined
to ft
out how to correct the mistake
fault is in the system of supPort'
hangers designed to keep pipes fJ
flailing around and breaking
an earthquake. The plant sits ml
two and one-half miles from tf
fshore earthquake fault.

PERSONAL

TRAVELING MPA. Study and work in three
'JEEPS, CARS, PICKUPS from $35.
levels of government in three key cities and'
' Available at local govt, auctions. For Direcearn a master's degree in Public Ad
| tory call Surplus Data Center 415/330-7800.
ministration in the process. The School of
^BACKGAMMON PLAYERS! Send for free Public Administration of the University of
'/copy of premier issue of BACKGAMMON Southern California offers a unique graduate
'TIMES, exciting and intelligent reading, program in INTERGOVERNMENTAL
Write: 575 Madison Ave., NY, NY 10022 MANAGEMENT. Interested? Meet U.S.C.
iRm. 1006.
representatives: TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13Anderson Hall, Placement Center: Individual
I HEY FRESHMEN! Are you sick of school?
Interviews, 9:00-11:30 and 1:45-3:45; and/or
^Ge. well quick.
Join hundreds of Your ^d7 Re^pdonand Informal
^
^classmates and sign up today for the Freshmen
•
n
_
„
4:00-5:00, same day, UNIVERSITY CENTER
c, .
f etlness Study.
Contact Dana 474-7198 CONFERENCE ROOM. Come by Placement '
evenings) or leave your name and number at Center t0 sign up for interview J ^
(
j the Psychology Department Office.
recep- \
tion.
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Nation
House speaker]
Reagan's budget)
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House Speaker Tip q
lashed out at President Re
economic programs yesterday
is the day they took effect--^,#'
of the 1982 fiscal year. O'NeiM "'e
that Americans will have more J
Airier money
mntiPV hprancp
r>f D^— ,flj
ding
because of
cuts, but the cuts don't coiti^
Americans for the governmem
vices they will lose.

All-savers certific
greets new fiscal ye
With the start of fiscal year]
yesterday, the first All-Savers
tificate was sold in Bar Haii
Maine, and a tax-cut took effect,
new fiscal year also means, howe
less welfare money for some ri
ts and tighter restrictions for
students seeking loans.

Ex-1400 poundm
has heart problei
A man who once w
pounds is in serious condition to
in a Seattle hospital. Jon I
who shed 900 pounds in his 1
against obesity, is suffering i
heart failure.

Assembly reserve!
on liquor tax bill tanner. istruts what *
Although Assembly Tax
mitte members were moved hvt]
tales about children
drunken drivers, they nonemdi
pressed serious reservations al
bill that would tax bar drinks h
for anti-drunken driver
The revenue and taxation
appeared more favorably dispfl
increasing the state tax for alii"
and not just liquor sold in
restaurants.

pnicalitie

Poland Solidarii
calls for cuts, conl
Leaders of the Solidari
dependent Labor Federal'1
Poland are calling for cuts in
spending and control over tM
try's economy. One Solidarity
warns of food riots unless
bleak economic situation imp'

U.S. increasesgfi
shipments to So
The United States has
sell the Soviet Union a to1
million metric tons of ?ra'n'
npvt v.,.
Tk„™Jou'c anno1"
next
year. Thursday's
is the result of two days
tween Washington and Mo$c,
President Reagan earlier '»
agreed to sell the Soviets et"
tons of grain ending the
bargo. However, Soviet cr
trouble and Washington
to sell them 15 million more
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Insurance costs too high?
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call or corr.e in for a quot® ,\N\U

putcher
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4422 N. Pershing

95207
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World
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'Preschool daycare, my country club home. 3-5
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ENTER TAINMENT

Small crowd watches Bishop
drag through sluggish concert

%

n«
•.N^b

I tOr,
Tli.. Ht
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By Kevin Bartram

RH
pi

Editor-in-Chief

Eta

In a less than majestic appearen, fore a sparse Conservatory
yd, country-rock singer Elvin
'literally stumbled through a
^ short concert Tuesday evening
«r!yn
U0p.
j e

•it f b %
iU

aUon

Elvin appeared on stage at the
ditorium an hour late, after his bar
'd taken the center stage by fully en
plaining the 400 to 500 persons in

•rtendcnce.

HoUse.sPeaki•p.,
Frankly, the show was terrible
-kea
l % aid Elvin was worse. The "«t« » was
8an a Dlldo- (Htlliusl)
- ,.<iuslv not in
a not uia
. uiiiail
....
r

•

^of mind, which is somt imus un-

:, but only when the artist
'A Similar to AC/DC, and the crowd
" >W L
l..» in tVio t o n e n f t r » r t n p o « . l „
'*mj Vtv \ numbers
in the tens of thousands.
t0°k^M
Elvin was simply to° visible, and
W'ntS #refore very vulnerable to his
Hi itaknesses. He was not in proper
P«aker •

form to perform and
should never
nave taken the stage.
The blame for the concert.fw
rests solely on Elvin. ASUOP fthe
aTS

SPOm°rt

did

W

"ifST"*™possib: =•carted the event, as c.miles

security people were present.
Ab"
15 red-shirted ASUOP
vator'v PerSOn"flwere i« the'Wr
y, w well as representatives
For 400 people and a late
e
guitarist.
Elvin's back-up band was decent
and seemed to satisfy the other-wise
disappointed crowd. In fact, the two
saxophonists in the band stole the
show, receiving bigger rounds of applause than did the star.
Elvin's entrance was greeted
warmly, but that was because of the
audience's ignorance as to the star's
mental state.

All-savers cei
greets newfi

I have previously witnessed Elvin
Bishop on four different occasions,
and each time he has proven to be
very satisfying as far as entertainment
value goes.
In fact, Elvin normally puts on a
fantastic show. He normally main
tains a very strong rapport with his
audience. Fie usually sings ail of his
songs. And Bishop usually performs
mostly crowd-setting boogie tunes.
However, these are all obser
vations I have made upon previous
concert encounters with Elvin.
Tuesday was not normal: Elvin
performed only one strong boogie
tune (Travelin' Shoes"); he vocalized
lyrically on only two of the numbers
he played (the aforementioned and
the opening tune, "Rock My Soul");
and the star never truly com
municated any message to the
audience (except "I really apologize
for being the asshole that showed up
late").
Finally, Elvin did not put on
even a good show.
Oh, sure, he lumbered up and
down the aisles a few times to boogie
on his cordless. However, serenading
the bewildered audience did not help
his cause.
Elvin finally realized that he had
let a good many people down, and
had blown a performance. At the end
of the show apoligized for being late.
I believe that had Elvin perfor
med well, he would not have needed
to make such a statement.
However, sorry he was, and
Elvin does have a honest face.

By Tom Grenache
Staff Writer

Assembly r j Elvin Bishop struts what's left of his stuff during his recent UOP
on liquor tax ppearance .Assembly f>'
werc mo^"

1

children
raflvatP1

m

tOP>

[|[st of a two-part series

Technicalities useful
film interpretation

ore''»v0rtSi|
estate Klf

By Dean Starnes
Staff Writer

L., 'n my
"O idealings with film people,
World^
i r rilidp
' °f people lack basic
ttlat a ot

Poland™|terstanding of

calls for

E°r

°J

in ,0'

the

techniciues of

example, what does a direcilo? Also I have encountered a
vA |..0^ People that ask me about
j.J 'u'iny jobs you see in the end
its-f°r example, "What is a
jJ1In order to satisfy both
'types of questions, and more, I
i. M to write this, the first of a
, "Part article called "Useful
"'ca' Aspects of Film.''
:e most important creative inCe
, on a film is the director.
1 s 'he person who coordinates all
lcr aspects
of production[Si
l,8ller,
costumer,
' ntoprapher, etc. to insure that
t "m comes oil the way 1 e would
*»t 'f ^e' Eor
particular treat
ed tEe material, including the
L ' 'eel, and general effect of the
"the audience.
pvom-u .
theor
7 example,
Jaws: in addition
.'0rmat set up by a screenplay
l°wn, summer, shark terror),
eC'l°r's ma'n J°b was to ask
irj )nself
Vi ' "How do I want to create a
, 'about
- a- shark?"
•>,««. ,v, Obviously, it
i%r 0rror film. But with a parlun »fPe oE Er'ght. A pattern was
Hen > e alarms," or causing the
OtUj Ce's guard to do down after
\ suspense, and then zapping
Th the shocker.
bou,
"lain think to remember
Va ^irector is that his job is a
'o,an
communication. Every
>JU
ev
must be
Cnm eryJ scene 111UOI
w planned
Siw mP°sed so that it somehow
n,
If .il
this
""
j'i i cates*• information. *'
Vlv ^appen> that shot or movie is
directed. Any elements of
,' ..
a shm'°n (arrangement of things
He„•to f°rm 3 certain pattern or
lQVem
g
visual),
camera
! ent> actions by the actors
8 oi actors' performances, and
Ce of mood, are the respon

,oiified'/

e^J

7

Travel Log by Roxanne Cowell

Adventure and fun experienced
in the historic Mother Lode

t O/IQ
D/,^-1
The vpar
year u/oc
was 1849.
People~
were being struck down by the
thousands. The only chance of
survival was to head for the
hills...the California hills. GoldFever was on the rampage!

Who were these fever-ridden
immigrants? They were the miner49er's, the rowdiest bunch of set
tlers that California has ever seen.
And their notorious past has been
preserved for us to enjoy in the
historical towns of the Mother
Lode.
Though only 50 miles separate
Stockton from the Mother Lode,
they seem to be a hundred years
apart in time. Une can visit recon
structed ghost towns, stay in one
of many quaint little in.is, take a
ride on a stage coach, pan for gold,
take a tour of pre-historic caverns,
or join in the frolics of the old-time
saloons.
Columbia would be a good
place to begin a tour of the gold
country. Columia is a reconstruc
ted ghost town and part of the
California State Historic Park
System. Each building in the town
is on exhibit. For instance, the old
dentist office (which has many
displays from UOP's dentist
collection) is portrayed as it was in
the 1850's, and has a taped
narrative to explain how the in
struments on display were used. It
also suggests how a dentist might
^have prescribed a pain remedy for

i /tt
t %
an patient.
(Harry, would
you go to
the saloon and have a few drinks
and then have someone bring you
back?).
There are also many shops to
browse through, including the
Candy Kitchen, selling delicious
homemade treats:
hand-dipped
chocolate.
Next door is the
saloon, the busiest place in the
park. Because it's a state park,
I.D.'s are carefully checked. But
don't fret; there's always
sasparilla!
Just three miles down the road
is Jamestown, gateway to the
Mother Lode. Jamestown is the
site where a 75-pound nugget was
found, and also is headquarters for
the Westside Logging Co. and
Railway, the gold country's other
story. This historic railway still
chugs up to the top of Lookout
Mountain, and people are en
couraged to take a ride, for a fee of
three dollars which includes ad
mission and all other rides and at
tractions.

If one follows Highway 49
north from Jamestown, Angels
Camp would be the next place of
interest. Three miles before en
tering Angels Camp, there is a sign
directing travelers to a cabin where
Mark Twain stayed while he wrote
"The Celebrated Jumping Frog of
Calaveras County." Only if you
are really into historic sights would
I advise this side trip. There is not
much to see, barely the remnants
of a cabin.

•

Angels Camp is famous for
the frog jump, which takes place in
early May. Otherwise, aside from
the store fronts which have been
restored, Angels Camp is just
another town.
Up from Angels Camp on
Highway 4 is Murphy's, a very
small town whose claim to fame is
Murphy's Caverns, located at the
end of the main street. The Old
Murphy's Hotel there also boasts
of having Black Bart's signature in
the hotel guest log.
Between Angels Camp and
Murphy's lies the Moaning
Cavern. This cavern extends 165
feet down, and some scientists
believe the bones found there
could be the oldest human remains
ever found in America. The tour is
very interesting and well worth the
$3.50 admission price (ask for the
student $2.50 discount).
If one goes back to Highway
49 and heads north, Molkulme Hill
will soon appear in the distance.
Molkulme Hill, like Jamestown,
has many antique shops and a very
quaint little inn.
Up the road a few miles is the
town of Jackson. The main street
of Jackson looks the same as when
it was a booming mining town. Of
special interest here is the old
National Hotel. This hotel has a
lot to offer in the way of history
and charm. The rates are very
good, $21 for two people per
night. But remember, the rooms
are a hundred years old and have
seen a lot of use.

J

Meatloaf cooks same recipe on second LP

Ex-1400 pound
has heart probl
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sibilities of the director. It is his
movie.
Editing a film is not, as some
people think, cutting out scenes,
although that is a part. The process
of editing is usually a process of put
ting together, not just cutting out.
After the director has filmed footage
of a sheriff on a beach watching for
any possible shark attacks, It's the
editor's job to determine exactly in
what order these random shots and
takes are to be arranged. He also
decides how long each shot is to be
shown on the screen. For example,
close-up doesn't have to be on the
screen as long as a long shot for the
audience to get information from it.
When we see the sheriff's face as
he is worried about the girl screaming
in the water, how long do we need to
see it? Too long, and the shot is
boring. Too short, and we don't have
time to understand his look. These
are the decisions of the editor.
Because of this, the editor also
has a great deal of influence on the
suspense of the scene. A good editor
can take lousy footage (unfinished
film) and make a pretty decent
product.
People often confuse the director
with the cinematographer, since both
people "film" the movie. But the
cinematographer's job is mainly
technical. He is responsible for the
director achieving the shots he wants,
photographically. He deals with ex
posure, film stocks, lenses, and
filters.
As he often directs his crew, who
carry out the legwork of these things
including crane shots and dolly work,
he is often called the director of
cinematography. (A "dolly," by the
way, is a rolling platform used when
the camera follows someone or
something by being rolled along on
wheels or a track.)
Next week:
Producer, Con
tinuity Person, Angles are Our Frien
ds, Soundtracks and You, and
everybody's favorite, the Grip.

In late 1977, a 29-year-old, 265
pound singer by the name of
Meatloaf gave us his first album, Bat
Out of Hell. It sold 2.5 million
copies.
Now comes his second-Dead
Ringer-eight new songs following the
same formula of motorcycles, lost
love, and hot women.
The eight songs range in length
from four and one-half to over seven
minutes, although there is one excep
tion, called "Nocturnal Pleasure," at
38 seconds.
Although the songs are shorter
than those on Bat Out of Hell,
they've lost only a little of the impact
and style. This is due more to the
writing than to Meatloaf's singing.
The themes of the album are

evident by the song titles, including
"Peel Out," "Read 'Em and Weep,"
and the previously mentioned "Noc
turnal Pleasure." As with Meatloaf's
first album, all songs were written by
Jim Steinman, a song-writer
Meatloaf first met in 1973.
The title song, "Dead Ringer for
Love," is the story of a guy's rockin'
advances towards a girl, and her sub
sequent acceptance, Meatloaf shares
almost half the song with fellow
singer Cher. Filled with plenty of
"doo-wah's" and "wah-ooh's," the
song brings out the best of both
singers.
Instruments on Dead Ringer
range from Meatloaf's staple guitais
and piano, to horns and even African
logs, combining in that style on which
Meatloaf seems to hold a patent.
The album's single doesn't give a
fair picture of the album. " 'i'm

I

Gonna Love Her for Both of Us" is
in no way the best cut, and it's made
worse by the fact that two and onehalf minutes are missing on the
single.
All in all, Dead Ringer isn't as
good as Bat Out of Hell, but it's not
in any sense a bad record. It's good
but it would be nice to hear from him
more often. Since so much of his
notoriety depends on the songs he
sings, and especially since Jim Stein
man has put out his own album, it
would be nice to hear some other
material from Meatloaf.

MeatloaPs "Dead Ringer

§€HlfHIN€ SI MlII
§HCE§
160 VINTAGE FAIRE
MODESTO, CALIFORNIA 95350

ASUOP Social would like to
apologize for any incon
venience caused by the
Elvin Bishop concert. It
was due to circumstances
beyond our control.

§I€€MCN INKS
2323 GRAND CANAL, SUITE 10
STOCKTON: 951-0637
MODESTO: 527-5138

STOCKTON STORE HOURS
1 0 - 7 MONDAY - SATURDAY

FOR THE FACTS
ABOUT THE WESTLANDS
STEPHEN L. POLLACK, O.D.
DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY

announces a new office for comprehensive eye care

eye examinations
soft, hard and gas-permeable contact lenses
continuous wear contact lenses
vision therapy
Students and Faculty are cordially
invited to use their I.D. for
20 PERCENT DISCOUNT ON MATERIALS
Private Practice
1701W. March Lane
Stockton, Ca 95207

951-2020

FACULTY MEMBER
U.C. BERKELEY
SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
CONTACT LENS CLINIC

Federal Reclamation Law,
Acreage Limitation...
Ask California Westside Farmers. Since the
soil was first broken some 60 years ago, our
farm families have been there...through the
changes, the challenges, from one genera
tion to the next. We think there's a lot you
ought to know about.

someone who's
been there.
California

Westside
Farmers
Write us at:

Security Bank Building
1060 Pulton Mall
Fresno, California 93721
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Karen's Comments

Tigers face WSU
si
they

face

Washington

10 C"Offensivciy>

Head Coach Bob Totodo.
passing, we're goingto y
play-action passing.
l 2
Pacific comes into the gam
after having a bye last week
"The week off gave us a ^
to get our legs und®rnea^a, 'd get
Toledo. "It helped us heal and get
healthy. We just have to get back in
tn the routine," he
The Cougars will enter the gam
knocking off
3-0 after kwjwb
— Montana
18,.
State, Colorado, and surprising
ranked Arizona State, 24-21, last

Kirk Harmon—Classic
Though his likeness is seen on several posters and pressguides, on
playing fields you don't see many quite like Kirk Harmon. Harmon, a
senior inside linebacker, is, among many things, an All-American Can-

than being satisfied with such fine performances as against
Oregon, Harmon doesn't let up on himself He still sees room for im
provement.
,
,
t
,
"After a game I remember plays I missed as much as those I made.
I always strive to be better and keep working hard. Once you're com
placent, you're not going to get better and maybe even worse," he
reminds himself.

7 have a combination of good tools for a linebacker:
S size.

•trength and speed."

.ldinioii , personal goals loi the year are 10 improve each gun • a.u
"alwavs be the leading tackier." which he has been doing. He concerns
himself with the season game-by-game, and doesn't look to post-season
honois because •
> <• "• •*»
Though he "can't control" the post-season, his performance has
others concerned with his post-season plans, namely pio scouts.
Seeing scouts with pen and paper at practices has become about as
familiar as hot weather in Stockton.
"It's [pro football] always in the back of my mind," he says. Pro
football would be honorable and fun. My focus is on the pros, but if I
don't make it I'll change my focus. Right now I want to graduate from
UOP."
Harmon not only leads in stats but is a leader as 1981 team captain.
The easygoing, good-humored Harmon, who is an asset to the Tigers
both on and off the field, feels he was chosen as captain because of
probability.
"I always win the coin toss," he said with a smile. "I won the toss
these first three games and two games last year. I'm 5-0 overall."
Harmon is beginning to realize the role his leadership plays.
"I'm a little more vocal in my leadership now, along with trying to
set an example.
.
,
"I don't have to go around with silver gloves and be 'Mr. Nice Guy
to every player, but I try to set an example foi the freshmen and show
them how to work hard."
"He's a great football player, but most important he s a classy kid,
says Harmon's coach Rusty Weekes. rie's wnat I feel a college football
player should be. If I were his parent, I'd be very happy. I could look
back and see what a nice job I'd done. He's very committed and a very
nice guv," praises VWr
Harmon was originally recruited to UOP by Coach Mike Haluchak,
now at Cal Berkeley, and this year he's had to adjust to a new coach,
Weekes.
During the adjustment Harmon feels he and Weekes reached a com
promise that improved both of them.
"I'm a better player now, and he's a better coach. He's mellowed
out, and I've gotten a little more intense and work harder as a result,"
assesses Harmon.

we're going W'try

to control the ball
""S'»£dd
more efficient running the b a .

Sports Editor

b°thRaIther

Stat

'"T,Toe. 4 Pacific upse,.herac

By Karen Komsak

"I believe that he's one of the best inside linebackers in the coun
try " says Head Coach Bob Toledo "... I think Harmon ranks right up
there. 1 haven't seen a better middle linebacker. He does everything so
easily," continues Toledo.
And so may bp
Harmon runs 40 yards in 4.7 seconds and bench presses 425 oounds.
As a junior he received honorable mention All-American (AF) honors;
tea me team with mu tuples p5 unassisted); had two qi.au^
„ sacks
and three interceptions; and was Pacific's only 1980 A -PC^v\ First
Team pick.
In 1981 he's only gotten better. He had 33 tackles (21 unassisted) in
UOP's last game (versus Oregon) and has accumulated 75 tackles in
Pacific's first three games (25 more than last year after three games).
To what does Harmon attribute this success?
"1 have a combination of good tools for a lineuackei: size, strength
and speed, says the 6'3",
pound iuiebai-ku.
And along with that. h«. has experience
"This is mv thirteenth year at tackle football. The experience is one
of the reason.. «>n, • van icau .uc ptay and diagnose the offense, says
the Burbank native, who swai ins to the ball like a bee to its hive, stinging
his opponent with a sure tackle.
With all the publicity ana success that has adorned Harmon, one
might think it ha- l-J" rim complacent. But he hasn't let it go to his
head, and heexpee
'cof himself.
"1 can play he" 'Fan 1 have, and hopefully I will," he says. 1 m
expected by the pu. ... ...id coaches to play well every game, but I expect
the same of myself, so it's no extra pressure. It [the publicity] doesn t

advantage, and it will be a
for them after losing

While
While implementing
implementing some ne«

^7

Saturdav.

Washington

Head

Coach

Jim Walden doesn't think his team
will stop at three wins.
w-Wen
"I expect to win, said Walden
speaking of tomorrow's match.
Looking at the odds, Toledo sees
"not beating ourselves" as a key to

winning.
Senior linebacker Kirk Harmon in a moment of intensity

"They'll have the home court

By Brian Ladd
Staff Writer

The UOP water polo team
captured a second-place finish last
weekend in the Fresno Tour
nament, losing to the Fresno State
Bulldogs in the championship
game 8-6.
Pacific earned its way into the
finals by defeating the Fresno State
B team 8-1, College of the
Sequoias 9-3, and Hay ward State
7-6, on Saturday to advance into
Sunday's semi-final competition.
On Sunday, the Tigers ripped
Occidental 18-7, before falling to
the Bulldogs in the finals.
Though the poloists are a
young
team,
starting
three
sophomores and two freshmen, the
Tigers showed that they have the
potential to defeat the Bulldogs in
league competition.
Pacific battled the Bulldogs to
a 5-5 half-time score, but could

io

But..."I feel we have a
good chance to win," he adds"
Washington's is an opti0n
se, and uses an unbalanced y
Considering that the Tigers 1
faced two option teams already,
season, Pacific Defensive k
Qor
dinator Frank Bauer sees silver);
N
iM1':.r*
in the cloud.
0V
m
fill"
"We've worked against tw0
k.
tion teams," said Bauer, "and
ftfw
we know what to expect. The
rv L IX' • ( »
balanced line doesn't bother ,
simplified tnings
things this ^
We've simpimea
wee
e
Qur kids won>t be confuse
V'
^
jtaii:
ilk
ich,
The Tigers come home
I P»
weekend to open conference
|4r*
against Utah State. Game time
be 7:30 p.m.
Tomorrow's game will be bros
cast live on KJOY 1280 AM radi
The broadcast will begin airj„
12:15p.m. and game time is 1 Pi„
Pacific personnel changes
senior Grayson Rogers, who
most of 1980 as a quarter^
requested a switch to wide recej,
and is being given a trial at
position.

id

9

e
0ey

Water polo 5-1, swimmers open season
only manage one goal in the third
quarter and were shut out in the
fourth.
"We'll be ready for them
when we play them at the end of
October," remarked Coach Den
nis Nugent. "Fresno's experience
of having played eight more games
than us going into the match was
evident, as they were able to play
better as a team."
The Tigers, now 5-1 (ex
cluding the Cal Scrimmage Tour
nament), hosted nationally ranked
UC Santa Barbara yesterday, but
the results were not available at
press time.
UOP will travel to Stanford
this weekend to compete in the
Norcal Tournament. The tourny
will include such powerhouses as
Stanford, Cal, UC Santa Barbara,
and Fullerton State. The Tigers
will face Fullerton at 8:50 a.m.,
and will follow with a game against
Stanford at 11:20, then Hayward
at 3:30 p.m.

Id

BriJ

some of the girls for the NCAA
championships to be held ii
Aus'in, "^xas, in March, despite
th tough time standards,?
prc^at- in agent with a great dealol
enthusiasm.

Women swimmers
The UOP women's swim team,
despite the loss of sprint freestyle
aces Paula Moore and Jackie Lazzar, is shaping up to be a team of
the not-too-distant future.
Despite last year's fine 8-4
record in the always tough Norcal
Conference, Coach Dennis Nugent
feels that his team should be even
better than last year. With the help
of transfer Junior College AllAmerican Kelly Dinley from Delta,
and freshmen recruits Audrey
Carty, Cary Cossette, Sue Gelok,
and Kristie Valadao, the Tiger
women should have the depth they
lacked last year. Also contributing
to the depth of the team will be the
acquisition of diver Linda Kieswetter.
"We should be more com
petitive. We expect to qualify

Key returners for the
will be senior IM'er and breast
ctrr>lr#»r Joan
loan Siering,
^iprino sophomore
Qnnhnmnw
stroker
long distance freestylers Debbie
Barber and Sheri Hardman.
sophomore butterfliers Heather
Fitch and Shelly Mangini. Also,
returning from fine seasons last
spring are sophomores Amy
Brown and Natalie Sobolenski

The women's team began m
outs on Sept. 28. Nugent is alms
the look-out for prospective s«
mers, male as well as female,
anyone is interested in joining I
swimming and diving team, cat.
Nugent at the pool, Monday throe
Friday between 3 and5p.m.
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Soccer fights to 6-0 victory over Sonom
a

'You can't always play football.
Prepar',i.c fo;
:9®1 "~n-er Harmon trained hard this summer,
lifting weights 4-5 days a week and also working on his running form.
To improve his "form," he trained with Delta Track Coach Merv
Smith, a former Olympic coach. Along with outside linebacker Mike
Merriweather, Harmon worked on his running and sprint form, stressing
techmqi e while doing intervals and sprints.
Harmon, an education major, is a better than average student, and
considers high school teaching and coaching as a future career goal. He
likes having his degree to fall back on because, as he says, you can t
always play football."
.
.
Despite the demands of football, he finds himself doing better in
classes during the season rather than the off-season "because I gauge my
time better."
Asked what football has done for his character, Harmon replied
jokingly, "It's made me more of a character. It's a great sport and I love
it. When I was a kid it kept me out of trouble. I was a trouble-oriented
Jrid and football gave me an avenue to funnel energy," he added on a
more serious note.
.
.
„
r
Nowadays, not only does Harmon funnel his energy into football
and schoolwork, but he also spent time this summer singing as a lead
vocalist in a rock group, "The Maidenheads," with junior nose guard
George Dunlap. Harmon and some of the other band members dressed
in Western >vear, while Dunlap and the others wore punk clothes, such as
black leather pants.
.
Harinu... as Weekes says, is a "classy guy." Not only is he suc
cessful on the football field and popular for being so, he's also a classic
individual with qualities that will not only help him tackle opponents,
but more importantly, tackle life.

r

Freshman goalie Steve Lombardo makes one of many exciting saves against Cal Be L
Bears last week. Above, the emotion of the game is exemplified by two onnosinp rdo*, F ?•
Riding high off of their season's
first victory, the men's soccer team
hosts two non-league teams this
weekend. The Tigers made Sonoma
their first victim of the season, as they
pounced on them for a 6-0 slaughter.
Sophomore Dalton Duvall
scored three times to lead the hungry
Tigers to victory. Teammate Poco
DeAngelo scored twice, and defensive
standout Theo Bennett registered his

first goal of the season.
UOP faces San Francisco State
tomorrow and Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo on Sunday. Both games get
underway at 2 p.m. on Brookside
Field.
Last weekend the Tigers were
winless but they played two spirited
games.
UOP had the defending national
champs, USF, down 1-0 at halftime

e Tigers

successful on a penalty kick,
second half'to7ore\hrft3

rainf"

"Wgabu" His'last gj,8]'1*"31'""
Njconds ,eft,
g,!.^^
breakerSaS!rdhoA^aC:?c
to

h«"-

Berkeley.

lost a close 2-1 n13*

Berkeley won, 2-1, on a P -»
with four minutes tetn®
contest. The referee s
warmly received by
crowd. Moments beto y
Pat Noyce was e3eC'et tiM
referee determined
tionally ran into the Ber ay V
The goalie was able t° j
game, though, and scOj;
°ing goal on the penalty
^ 4
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By Marti Coyne
Staff Writer

The women's field hockey team
second at the Long Beach
tournament,
beating Davis 3-2 and
*c%5;
Stanford 1-0, yet were defeated by
c°nit k
>Pen
"Ortie, ,ong Beach 5-0.
Long Beach, the national chams,2 ^s
>tE
p
'V '
^amele fiitint ions two years ago and still a top
' • dteam, overpowered Pacific.
They (Long Beach) played
ilniost a perfect game," said Head
*ill be
Coach Carla Konet. "It was good
Mimi
p.®.
onnei CM
"ftt
Rogers. Who

"'llhi'nlS,"
lh

ch ,« quart%
2 to wide en a trial
at tj

season
f°r

the NCAA
^ held in
March, despite
standards," a•ti a great deal of
1

for the Tigers
'er and (rat
ing, sophomore]
estylers Debt*
Hardman. and
rfliers Heather

>fangini
le seasons lid
lomores Ami
Sobolenski
m began
enlisahWf

\specW*

Davis was
another story, however. The Tigers
were definitely in control, and the
game showed none of the roughness
that characterized an earlier meeting
between the two rivals.
Pacific held a 3-0 lead at half
time from goals scored by freshmen
bandra Saunders and Luci Lagrimas
and a skillful deflection past the
Davis goalie by junior Nance Mercado.
Unfortunately, Pacific lost
game

a«ainst

31

'

some intensity in the second half,
which led to the breakaways and two
scores by Davis, but the game was
never as close as the score indicated.
In the win. over Stanford, the
Tigers avenged their previous con
ference loss, and recorded their firstever victory against this tough NorCal team.
Team Captain Pat
Mushrim drilled in the only goal of
the game, and Stanford just couldn't
come back.
This time Pacific corrected the
mistakes of the last match and

marked Stanford's leading scorer,
Patsy Huntington, completely out of
the game.
"Diana McCue played one of the
best games of her college career and
once you stop Patsy, you've stopped
Stanford," remarked Konet.
This weekend the Tigers reach
for another goal.
They'll face a
grueling schedule of three games a
day against the best teams in the
Rocky Mountains, when ihey fly to
Colorado for the two-day Colorado
Invitational tournament.

M

Voileyers 5-5; NorCal ahead
1 the past, we've took for granted
ill we would win the (NorCal) connee, but we're going to have to he
prepared for every match this yeai "
The words are from Taras
Liskevych, head coach ot UOP's
•omen's volleyall team, after he and
lis team suffered a series of setbacks
HI a span of less than a week. NorCal
conference play commences Monday,
Oct. 5 in Santa Clara for the Tigers,
ollowing a week off from action.
After Northwestern upset Pacific
inthe championship match of the
TOP Invitational Sept. 20, Cal PolySLO arrived in town to manage a
similar feat Thursday, Sept. 24. Cal

Poly knocked off the Tigers 3-1 (9-15,
15-9, 9-15, 13-15), dropping UOP's
record to 3-2.
The Cal Poly match winded up
UOP's first home stand in the new
Spanos Center and boosted the
average attendance at the first five
home matches to 1,336.
The Tigers' next event was the San
Jose State Invitational. The tour
nament, based on a best two-out-ofthree game format, has been won by
UOP the past two years. However,
UOP managed only a fourth-place
finish this year.
The Tigers did not get past the

semifinals Saturday, losing to Cal
Poly for me second time in three
days, 15-6, 11-15, 15-6. Earlier in the
tournament, UOP beat Pepperdine
and New Mexico, blanking both, 2-0,
in pool play.
In the final match of pool play
Friday, the Tigers lost another one, 21, to Texas. The loss, however, did
not deny UOP a chance against Cal
Poly in the semifinals.
The Tigers record dropped to an
even 5-5 Saturday as they lost their
third game in a row. Stanford beat
UOP 2-1 in the third-place match,
elevating their own record to 11-6.

Regarding the Tigers shocking 5-5
record, Liskevych said," Realistically,
I thought we'd be 8-2 or 7-3 right
now.
" This team is going to be a good
one, but it's got realize that every
team AC play wants to beat us bad.
We can't expect to beat anyone by
just walking out on the court."
Following UOP's NorCal opener
Monday, the Tigers will visit Fresno
State for a conference match Wed
nesday. Liskevych says that the two
matches are probably as important as
any league opener since his arrival at
Pacific in 1976.

Local c l u b offers best facilities

Raquetball gives fast pace

d in joints
rig team, o""
\londaf th'11n.tn.

Sonom

.. .
but thev define.
added^ definitely outPlayed us, sne

Bv Dan Sousa
Stall Writer

"It's fast action and you're
"ays moving. It's not like baseball
'we you sit out in right field for 15
Jutes," said freshman Matthew
Hanker.
The sport which Klinker and a
"lion other jocks have gone crazy
F i" "acquetball. Racqtietball, an
s|iooi
was born
0f paddleball,

'tears ago.

I It is a lot more tun than tennis
""cause you don't have to chase the
"j" all over the court," said
"Phomore Rick Stevenson.
.. The game is essentially padfhall played indoors, with all four
Is and the ceiling involved in play,
e racquets are smaller than tennis
. Quets* but similar in shape. The
" are spongy rubber and the
is basically the same as padRacquetball is a great sport to
nd of your frustrations," said
•or Gary Alegre, who plays in
ateur tournaments is Stockton,
't you're going to play racquetbe ready for a workout and be
Pepared to sweat.
[L ' can't think of anything better
iac P'aying an hour of hard
Scon n • to 8et you in shape," said
a, i Oliver, who is the pro at the
"'Lake Racquetball Club.
pKacquetball
is
now
a
' ess|onal sport, with pros playing
°UrsA similar to tj!
that of tennis
Bay;;;
»tar 3nd 8°lTers. The money isn't
fast 3S k'8 but the sport is growing

8'ovy 'n.
®ay area lhe sport has
j "tost in the last three years,"
ton. ,Ver, who won $1,000 at a
•cy last year.
Hy. , r e c a n y o u p l a y r a c q u e t b a l l
'"d at °n* There is a court at UOP
v the Quail Lakes Racquetball
iacJhe court at UOP, located adbnj]j. to the weight room (the
Iw "g 'Wat looks like an airplane
^wh 's ^ree ^Ut thete are sonie
atid
T^e building is dimly lit.
Ifont e Piaster is chipping off the
Wa11, which creates some real
gs' tog shots'. The back wall looks
Mt||a '°logy project, as it is covered

ding to Alegre there was a proposal to
build a new court, but the students
voted it down as it would have cost
them an extra $5 tacked onto their
(already astronomical) tuition fee.
"There was some confusion on
the vote, and I think if the idea was
brought to the students again, they
would vote differently," said Alegre.
The best bet is Quail Lakes,
which is only two miles from UOP.
It costs $5 an hour (cheaper if you use
your student coupon) to play on one
of the 14 courts that are relatively
new.
A club membership costs $200
initially, and then $40 a month
thereafter. Membership includes use
of the club pool, jacuzzi, sauna,
nautilus equipment, basketball court,
exercise program, child care center
and social events.
Those wishing to play at the
UOP court should contact the athletic
office between 8 and 10 a.m. on the
day that you wish to play. You can
reserve the court for an hour. Reser
vations for the weekend should be
made on Fridays. The court is open
on a 'first come, first serve' basis
between 8 a.m. and 11 p.m.
The costs of playing racquetball
are moderate. A good racquet can be
bought for $30-40. A can of balls
costs about $5, and $7 should be in
vested for a pair of goggles. Any ten
nis shoes will do, or a pair of basket
ball shoes for those who need the
support.
"It's a sport that everyone can
enjoy no matter how much skill they
have," added Alegre.

SPERM
DONORS
WANTED

Young golfers, new coach
finish Tahoe tourney sixth
By Kevin Coombs
Staff Writer

University of Nevada-Reno
captured the Wolfpack Classic title
this week under cold, windy con
ditions at Edgewood Country Club
in Lake Tahoe. Three strokes back
was Fresno State. Scott Taylor,
University of San Francisco, won
the individual honors by shooting
225 and besting Dana Banke,
UNR, by one stroke.
With only two players retur
ning from last year's winning
team, Pacific took sixth place at
1216."This is not a bad performance
for us, considering this was the first
college tournament for three out of
six of our players," commented
Coach Kris Baxter.
Following Taylor and Banke
was Mike Hamlin, University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, at 227.
Defending co-champion Tiger
Kevin Orona had setbacks,
finishing back in the pack.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

!
•
•
•
•
•

Pacific fielded
the youngest
team (one senior, two sophomores,
and three freshmen) of the 18
teams participating.
Sixth place was very en
couraging, due to the team's
youth, and also because the Tigers
finished ahead of two PCAA
teams, including the 1981 PCAA
champion San Jose State. "We
are looking forward to our tour
nament at the end of the month,"
said Baxter.
The UOP Autumn In
vitational will be held at the
Stockton Country Club on Oct. 26
and 27.

Baxter is the interim coach
while Coach Glen Albaugh is on
faculty leave for a semester.
Albaugh is touring England and
Scotland while lecturing at various
universities.

Who will be first
to sweep the skies
of the world?
It could be you and Hughes

Ground Systems

By Rick Haka
Staff Writer
Flipping through the 1981 UOP
volleyball press guide, you may notice
that under the heading of Jayne Gib
son, No. 15, there is an unusually
long paragraph depicting sports
honors and personal history.
If you read thoroughly, you'll
notice [bat Gibson i> n.ore tha i an
outstanding athlete. She is a scholar
athlete, recording a 3.98 grade point
average in high school while par
ticipating in three sports: volleyball,
basketball, and track.
Gibson also played city league
softball during the summer and was a
pom-pom girl during the school year.
She has recently been inducted into
her Hieh School's Hall of
\rvada West in Avarda, Colorado.
Her recent honors include. Twice
named Ail-American; a veteran of the
United States' World University
Games that recently played in
Rumania; and being called one of the
best hitters and blockers in volleyball
today.
Gibson has a multi-faceted per
sonality, however.
She's highly
regarded by friends and acquaintan
ces, and is a high achiever in the
classroom as well as on the volleyball
court. She also has many personal
goals for both school, and volleyball.
When asked about her im
mediate goals for this year, and how
she feels about this volleyball season,

she responds that she is aiming to "be
all-League again; to be the best mid
dle blocker in collegiate volleyball;
and to graduate on time."
She goes on to say,"I'm looking
forward to this season." She men
tions that a team goal is to finish in
the top four teams nationally. Gib
son, however, predicts Pacific will
finish in the top two national teams.
Gibson says she enjoys this
year's team, because the new players
and the returning players are all a
very tigh* ~-rv,r>-ven go out beboppinq ,
"
She continues, "the coach is
great. Terri (iaias) Liikevych is one
of the reasons I came to Pacific.
Terri is very understanding and
knows how to get the most out of his
players. I think he's probably the
best volleyball coach in the nation."
Considering her long term goals,
Gibson says that she'll be graduating
with a double major in physical
education and public relations, and
hopes to one day be a public relations
promotions
person
for
a
or
professional athletic team.
More immediately, she has her
eye on a teaching credential and
graduate school at the University of
New Mexico.
Starting the 1981 volleyball
SCO'.C"
»—>'i'no o[r.U.
,tr,;»s an(j
tec vering
'rot-, a calcification
problem in her right thigh, she is off to
a difficult, Out so iar, pro* ^crous
sumor veer. ,Vu ,h tar. be
from this 21-year-old perfectionist.
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"passive tangle of spider webs,
ftovpn, y have made some imtoq,.. ;Jents but it is still not a 'real'
' commented Alegre. Accor-

Senior Jayne Gibson in action (left) and intently listening to
coach's advice.

we'll be on campus October 12
•

So« youi placement office for an appolnlmanf.

•
f

2405 N. El Dorado 466-4351

Mettler at home in the UC Apartments

Regents (cont. from page 1)
nothing, you can have a real problem
on your hands. Certainly, if Cliff
Hand gets everybody to agree on this,
I'll give him the Nobel Peace Prize.
Dr. Noel C. LeRoque, minister,
Lafayette United Methodist Church:
"The Regents' final decision will not
be based on purely dollars and cents.
The Regents are a very concerned
group. My experience is that, other
things being equal, they tend to go
with the students' interest on most
issues. I have an idea that there will
be a great deal of sympathy by the

Regents on maintaining Winter
Term.
Mr. George H. Wilson, rancher:
"The board is pretty well agreed on
the basic principle of a unified calen
dar. Somebody's got to look at the
alternatives based on that principle,
but I don't think it's going to be the
board. Some adjustments are going
to have to be made to get the calendar
phased in. It might take one year, it
might take two years. But the board
is interested in getting the calendar
unified.

sometimes can't express feelings. Not
only that, they are supposed to be a
cross between John Wayne, and
Chase Manhattan Bank, and Hugh
Hefner. We are only human for
chrissake's."
"1 am not a 'man' as society says
1 should be: I don't like to fight or
play sports and I have feelings."
BJ. perhaps suprisingly, most
men staled !hat being "macho
represented affec'ed, artificial, and
irtsecu . behavior
' Macho is phony, masculinity is
real."

"I feel that the biggest problem
facing men is a fear of being thought
weak or human. Men don't seem to
be able to admit that they suffer the
same problems as other men, that
they aren't supermen, etc., and/or
that they aren't perfect in all aspects
of sex."

BAN KOF AMERICA

From the book The Hite Report
on Male Sexualtiy by Shere Hite.
Copyright (c) 1981 by Shere Hite.
Reprinted by permission of Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc.
Distributed by Los
Angeles Times Syndicate.
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